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Message From the Director

Art delights the senses and stimulates the mind. It is a keeper of memories and one of the hallmarks of a civilized and engaged society. Public 
art, in particular, plays a critical role in giving voice to human creativity while also beautifying our surroundings. It is for these reasons that the 
University of Miami is so proud to host a vibrant Sculpture Park, which comprises more than thirty pieces by leading sculptors from around the 
world. 

The works in the University’s Sculpture Park were generously donated by a number of remarkable philanthropists and are available for the 
general public to enjoy, both in person and in the digital realm. Indeed, in November 2019, Hans van de Bovenkamp’s Circles and Waves XX 
(1987) was digitally scanned using cutting-edge technology by Nextech, which will use the resulting files to create a variety of applications that 
facilitate visitor engagement, onsite and remotely. Similarly, UM Assistant Professor Lien Tran and UM Lecturer Diana Ter-Ghazaryan recently 
used Interactive Media GeoMuse to create a virtual, interactive mapping experience based on our Sculpture Park (you will find the relevant QR 
code on the back of this map). 

These works, and the exciting and innovative uses to which they are being put, are testaments to the University’s commitment not only to the 
arts and all that they represent but also to globalism and diversity. In addition, they speak to UM’s abiding interest in enhancing our local 
community and promoting a shared sense of local pride. This guide is designed to help you easily locate and identify these sculptures, which 
have been installed at strategic points throughout our lovely Coral Gables campus and are professionally maintained by the Lowe Art Museum 
with support from RLA Conservation.

I hope you will enjoy exploring the University of Miami’s outstanding collection of outdoor sculptures, which will continue to grow in the years 
to come. And, while you are on campus, please stop in for a visit at the Lowe, Miami-Dade County’s first art museum and, to this day, the only 
such institution in our region with a truly Global collection.

Jill Deupi JD, PhD
Beaux Arts Director and Chief Curator



Art in Public Places Ordinance

Ordinance No. 2007-37, Adopted December 11, 2007

Implemented an Art in Public Places program for the City of Coral Gables

• Provided for exemptions including accredited university that maintains a 

publicly accessible permanent collection of at least 30 sculptures

• In order to maintain this exempt status the university must meet the 

following criteria:

• A report of the campus art master plan, demonstrating changes to 

the collection during the previous 3 years presented to the City 

Commission in December



Chihuly – Mosaic Persian

Stanton – Creation Ladder

Installations

New Sculpture Installations:

 Dale Chihuly, Mosaic Persian, 1998-2018, a 2018 new permanent collection 
acquisition installed in the Lowe Art Museum’s lobby in April 2018

 Therman Statom, Creation Ladder, 1992, a 2019 new permanent collection 
acquisition installed at the University of Miami’s Newman Alumni Center in 
August 2019.

Sculpture De-installations: 

 Agustin Cardenas, Le fruit de la memoire, 1992 was de-installed from the museum’s lobby in 
April 2018 and stored in the Museum’s on-site permanent art collection storage. 



Conservation

 Two sculptures were de-installed for conservation and treatment for having 
sustained damages during Hurricane Irma (event occurred on September 
2017):
o Jane Manus Tete-a-Tete, 2001 – was severely damaged by a tree limb.  

Sculpture was reinstalled in September 2018.
o Tony Rosenthal Barbell, n.d. – water intrusion from event caused joint 

corrosion.  Sculpture was reinstalled in April 2019.
 Conservation and treatment performed due to Hurricane Irma’s sustained 

damages (in order of most severe):

o Jane Manus Tete-a-tete
o Tony Rosenthal, Barbell
o Chryssa, Large Metal B
o Efrain Recinos Siren in the Clouds
o John Henry, Snapper Creek
o William Dickey King, Up There
o Large Buddhist Stele by unknown
o Jane Washburn, Genesis

 John Henry, Snapper Creek –currently undergoing conservation treatment

In FY2019, regular maintenance schedule continues for all sculptures, including 
new acquisitions.



Public Access

 June 2018 – GeoMuse project is a CREATE Grants Program, designed to enhance 
learning and engagement at the University of Miami by facilitating close collaboration 
and resource sharing and is generously supported by The Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation.  Assistant Professor of Interactive Media Lien Tran and Professor Diana 
Ter-Ghazaryan (Lecturer, Geography and Regional Studies) developed GeoMuse with 
students from the University of Miami.  Using a high-precision GPS unit from UM 
Libraries, the program developers collected accurate geographic coordinates for the 
public sculpture park.  The project will be linked to the Lowe Art Museum’s website 
and can be accessed by scanning the new QR code located in the hardcopy version of 
the 2019 Guide.  

 November 2019 – Nextech Imaging Solutions working in tandem with the museum’s 
Digital Experience Manager and Collections and Exhibitions team to 3-D scan Hans 
van de Bovenkamp, Circles and Waves XX, 1987.  Project to be completed in early 
2020. The final 3-D scanned model and files will be used as a research and visitor 
engagement tool that can be used for school groups, groups for visually impaired, 
general public, all university constituents on campus and off-site.








